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252 Cosy Corner Road, Kronkup, WA 6330

101 m²Floor Area: 101.00 m² (approx)Land Area:

Sold

Contact Agent
Sold: {0}

Property Description

Where in the world is Kronkup? Where in the world indeed!

And the magic is, it doesn't matter where in the world you are, because with such seclusion,
natural beauty and exquisite views, you could be absolutely ANYWHERE!

To map readers and the outside world its label is Kronkup, to those who have experienced
its pure serenity its affectionate name is Cosy Corner, after the glamorously beautiful white
sand crystal water beach that is just a moments' drive away.

It's the stuff holiday dreams are made of, Exclusive Agent Merrifield Real Estate
have 10 exceptionally finished contemporary apartments each for sale individually, making
the luxury holiday home dream possible for not much more than the cost of a traditional
park home in a busy caravan park.

The beauty of these apartments is that while you are able to enjoy the lifestyle and
environment for up to three months every year. However there's no need to keep them
locked up while you live your day to day working life, with professional management in
place, it means that you can receive a nice little supplementing income when you aren't
lapping up the lavish coastal lifestyle yourself.

Their environment is truly world class, with natural bushland surrounds, an elevated location
taking in awe inspiring views of Cosy Corner, the wind farm and beyond, and that feeling of
isolation and relaxation that makes a place truly special.

While the apartments sit side by side, their air is surprisingly private. Each has its own
double carport with security lighting and simple native garden bed to the front.

Depending on your holiday needs you can choose from a two or three bedroom apartment,
both equally spacious and stylishly decked out.

Inside the two bedroom apartment, there's a combined laundrette and bathroom to one side
and a restroom toilet with basin to the other. A self-contained kitchenette with dishwasher,
oven and all of the utensils and crockery you need to whip up a holiday treat at your
fingertips.

Suave black leather lounges take pride of place in the lounge and dining area, with a corner
TV unit, flat screen, coffee table and four seater dining table creating cool and comfy living.

To the rear of the lower level, double doors open out to a serene decking outdoor dining
area with deckchairs and a compact BBQ, the perfect position in which to sit and sip a
serene champagne.

Jeremy Stewart
0439940976

Merrifield Real Estate - Albany
258 York Street, Albany WA 6330
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Upstairs, the luxury master bedroom will melt any stresses away with its two
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